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We are thrilled to introduce KT Care’s new Director, Dr. Paing Soe Kyaw!
A medical doctor by training, Dr. Paing comes to KT Care with a wealth of experience working with
various INGOs here in Myanmar. With a clear vision for the future and a steadfast determination to
make these visions a reality, KT Care is extremely happy to welcome Dr. Paing into the KT Care
family. Here’s a little background more about the new Director of KT Care Foundation.

Educational Background: M.B,B.S (University of Medicine II, Yangon from 2001 to 2007

Previous Employment: Department of Health, Ministry of Health Myanmar, Medicine Du Monde, Save
the Children in Myanmar, GRET Myanmar, Population Service International Myanmar

Family: Wife & 5 month old son

Favorite Food: "A breakfast with Mohinga would be pretty good start of the day."

Greetings from KT Care! 2016 has brought a number of changes to KT Care: new staff, the creation of a new Board of Directors, the opportunity to
participate in a month-long strategic planning program and potential new projects. The winds of change have been blowing here at the Foundation and
we couldn’t be more excited. With these new developments occurring we understanding that there will be a transition period, but we’re up to the
challenge. We want to assure everyone that although we are in a state of flux, we are working diligently to make sure everything runs smoothly and we
can continue providing the communities and beneficiaries we serve with exemplary service. The new year has brought new possibilities and we look
forward to sharing these experiences with all of you.

Warmest Regards,

KT Care Staff

Issue 1, March 2016

Mobile Clinic in Pob Bat Kan

The weekend of February 20-21 KT Care held a mobile clinic in Pob Bat Kan
village in Mgway State. The first mobile clinic of the year was also the first
time dental services have been provided at one of our mobile clinics. Of the
patients that were seen, roughly 350 were seen for general health services.
200 patients were seen for related issues and 100 were dental patients. The
time needed to arrange such a clinic is roughly 2 months, with input from KT
Care staff, community leaders and our partner in this endeavor, World
Together. Staff, medical personnel and volunteers were kept extremely busy
during the weekend, but were ultimately able to provide care for over 650
patients.
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Scholarship Student

Cherry Wai is currently one of the 42 students participating in KT Care’s Scholarship Program. Cherry
Wai is originally from a small village in the Delta region. When Cyclone Nargis hit her family was deeply
affected. Four of her family members died, including her mother and their house and all their
possessions were destroyed. They had to start all over again. Although an intelligent young lady, Cherry
Wai’s family did not have the means to further her education. Through KT Care’s Scholarship Program
Cherry Wai has been able to pursue her dream of becoming a teacher. In her second year at Pathein
University, she is studying English and is extremely thankful for the opportunity that has been given to
her through the Scholarship Program. In her own words:

“Ambition can be defined as goal, objective, and expectation. It is also dream of our desires.
Everybody should have an ambition for their life standing”

.
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Beneficiary Stories

Partner Involvement

During the month of February KT Care was
extremely fortunate to be involved in a program
in conjuncture with the global software
corporation SAP, called SAP Social Sabbatical.
This program involves the best and brightest
employees of SAP, from every department, being
sent to developing nations to give assistance to
various social service agencies to help them
streamline their services and be as effective as
possible. KT Care was one of 4 Yangon based
organizations in Myanmar chosen to participate
in this year’s program.

The consultants assigned to work with KT Care were a wonderful trio from all different parts of the world: Alice from China, Dilip, originally from India
but who has been based in Germany for over 10 years and Rukhs from South Africa. Each consultant came with their own specific skill set to
contribute, including software engineering, client management and marketing, Through their tenure here the consultants were tasked with helping KT
Care produce a new and manageable Strategic Plan. The consultants went above and beyond their call of duty and provided the staff with a multitude
of wonderful ideas, incentives and feedback. They were extremely hands on with their approach, talking with beneficiaries, attending site visits and
even going out for dinner with staff. During their short time here they truly became a part of the KT Care family. The strategic plan they created, and
the action items they produced have already proven to be of great benefit to the Foundation. We wish they could have stayed with us a bit longer, but
we are forever grateful for the hard work they put in and we let them know they will always have a place here at the KT Care Foundation.
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